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Designing magnetic materials for potential applications based on domain wall motion requires the

knowledge of the relationship between physical properties and phenomenological parameters

characterizing domain wall dynamics. We address in this work the study of magnetic-field-driven

domain wall motion within the creep regime on a prototypical metallic Pt/Co/Pt stack with

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. By controlling the deposition characteristics, different magnetic

properties are achieved, giving rise to different creep parameters. Those phenomenological parameters

are found to collapse in a single linear dependence for all samples based on the same material.

Moreover, using data in the literature, we show that the same behavior is observed in Au/Co/Au and

Tb/Fe based samples. We therefore obtain a pair of global parameters that fully characterize the

family of domain wall velocity-field curves within the creep regime for each group of samples, which

can be used as input for the optimization of materials. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5026702

Magnetic domain wall (DW) motion is expected to play

a pivotal role in understanding magnetization reversal

dynamics and in the development of magnetic memory devi-

ces.1–3 This has motivated a large number of works from

basic research, focusing on understanding the main mecha-

nisms underlying DW motion,4–10 to applications, proposing

devices based on DW motion.11–16 Designing specific mate-

rials for applications urges a proper understanding of the

relationship between materials properties and DW dynam-

ics.17,18 In fact, it is desirable for applications to reach a high

DW velocity regime at small external drives, thus reducing

energy costs. How to reach this high velocity regime, i.e., a

fast flow regime where DW velocity is proportional to the

external field, strongly depends on the low velocity regimes

where DW dynamics is dominated by disorder. A proper

understanding of DW dynamics at low drives where disorder

dominates, and its relationship with materials parameters,

will then serve to design materials for applications based on

DW motion.

A direct test of DW dynamics is given by its response to

a weak external field, resulting in the thermally activated

creep regime. Since the seminal work of Lemerle et al.,4 the

creep regime has been deeply investigated.5,9,17,19–22 In this

regime, the DW velocity follows an Arrhenius law of the

form

v ¼ vde�DE=ðkBTÞ; (1)

where DE is the effective energy barrier, kB is the Boltzmann

constant, T is the temperature, and vd is a characteristic

velocity at which the DW moves when the energy barrier DE
vanishes. The effective energy barrier depends on the magni-

tude of the external field H (see Ref. 10)

DE ¼ kBTd
H

Hd

� ��l

� 1

" #
; (2)

with kBTd the characteristic pinning energy scale, Hd

the depinning field, corresponding to the underlying zero-

temperature depinning transition, and l the universal creep

exponent (l ¼ 1=4 for thin ferromagnetic films4,5,10). This

expression for the velocity-field response has been proven to

characterize DW dynamics in a wide field range 0 < H < Hd

for many different materials.10,18,23 Noteworthy, the univer-

sal DW dynamics depends on three material-dependent

parameters: the depinning field Hd, the depinning tempera-

ture Td, and the depinning velocity vd ¼ vðHdÞ. Having

access to these three parameters requires reaching field val-

ues beyond the depinning field and gives a full description of

both creep and depinning regimes.18,23 However, small field

values can also provide important information about depin-

ning parameters as exemplified by the creep plot ln v vs.

H�1=4. This results from rewriting Eqs. (1) and (2) as

ln v ¼ ln v0 � aH�1=4; (3)

where ln v0 ¼ ln vd þ Td=T and a ¼ TdH
1=4
d =T. The creep

plot suggested by Eq. (3) implies that a linear relationship of

ln v vs. H�1=4 should be observed below Hd, characterized by

a slope a and an intercept ln v0. Note that v0 is the depinning

velocity vd multiplied by an exponential of Td=T, and thus

can be considered as a thermal correction to the depinning

velocity, while a can be recast as a field a4¼HdðTd=TÞ4,

containing information about the depinning parameters. For

example, the dependence of the slope a on material details

and external parameters is commonly used to describe DW

dynamics.17,24–26 However, although these creep parameters

are not enough to define Hd, Td, and vd, they still containa)Electronic mail: granadam@cab.cnea.gov.ar
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important information about DW dynamics, giving a first

glance of the interplay between disorder, DW elasticity,

external field, and thermal fluctuations. Establishing strong

correlations between creep parameters a and ln v0 would thus

provide a route to better designing materials for future

applications.

In this work, we studied the correlations between creep

parameters from DW velocity measured on Pt/Co/Pt, a proto-

typical case study for DW motion. We obtain for each stud-

ied sample the two creep parameters (slope a and intercept

ln v0) and show that their values for samples with different

microscopic characteristics, and thus different magnetic

properties, display a linear dependence that was not reported

previously. As a main result, we show that the set of parame-

ters describing the linear dependence between ln v0 and a
characterize the whole family of creep plots for a given

material.

The studied Pt/Co/Pt films were deposited by DC sput-

tering on naturally oxidized (001) Si substrates at room tem-

perature. Pt and Co cathodes were sputtered at 20 W and

10 W, respectively, in a 3 mTorr Ar atmosphere. The deposi-

tion rates were (1.2 6 0.1) Å/s for platinum and (0.4 6 0.1)

Å/s for cobalt, for a distance from the substrate to target of

8.3 cm. The films studied in this work present out-of-plane

easy axis of magnetization.

Room temperature magneto-optic Kerr effect magne-

tometry in the polar configuration (PMOKE) was used to

measure out-of-plane magnetization loops, in order to deter-

mine the coercive field of the samples. The magnetic field

induced DW motion was studied in a homemade PMOKE

microscope. We work with differential images by subtracting

a background image of the fully saturated sample. In

Fig. 1(a), a typical differential PMOKE image is shown,

where the two different gray levels indicate the magnetiza-

tion pointing outwards (light gray) and inwards (dark gray)

the sample plane. The external magnetic field was applied

perpendicular to the sample plane. To measure DW velocity,

the following protocol was used: first, the magnetization is

saturated in a given direction perpendicular to the sample;

afterwards, magnetic domains with the magnetization point-

ing in the opposite direction are nucleated with a short and

strong magnetic field pulse; finally, a series of square mag-

netic field pulses of intensity H and duration Dt are applied

and PMOKE images are acquired after each pulse. In Fig.

1(b), a difference between images acquired before and after

consecutive field pulses of amplitude H and duration Dt is

shown, where the light gray region evidences the domain

growth. Domain wall velocity in this case is computed as

v ¼ Dx=Dt with Dx the mean displacement of the DW

between successive images. Figure 1(c) shows a typical v(H)

curve suggesting a thermally activated law. In the inset, the

creep plot ln v vs. H�1=4 is displayed. The observed linear

behavior reveals the fact that DW motion takes place in the

creep regime, according to Eq. (3), and thus is described by

the creep parameters ln v0 and a. In the following, with the

aim of studying the effect of microscopic properties on the

macroscopic behavior of DWs, i.e., on the creep parameters,

we have introduced variations in the deposition details. In

particular, we describe the effect of varying the Co thickness

and using substrates with different surface topographies.

Changes in DW motion produced by modifying the Co

thickness are studied in a series of samples Pt(8 nm)/Co(tCo)/

Pt(4 nm) with tCo¼ 0.5, 0.7, and 0.8 nm. Magnetization loops

in Fig. 2(a) show that the coercive field HC increases with

increasing thickness, as observed previously by Metaxas

et al.19 and Kim et al.26 This also agrees with Chowdhury

and Misra27 who explained that the perpendicular magnetic

anisotropy increases monotonically with the magnetic layer

thickness up to a limit value above which in-plane anisotropy

dominates. The effect of different substrate surfaces on the

magnetic properties of Co films was explored growing

the same stack of Pt(8 nm)/Co(0.8 nm)/Pt(4 nm) on (001) Si

wafers obtained from different manufacturers, with sub-

strates S1 and S2 corresponding to MTI
VR

and Crystal
VR

,

respectively. Room temperature magnetization loops, pre-

sented in Fig. 2(b), evidence a large difference between the

coercive fields of samples with different substrates. Figures

2(c) and 2(d) compare DW velocities for samples with dif-

ferent Co thicknesses and for the two samples with different

substrates, respectively. It can be observed that the creep

plots are different, indicating different creep parameters a
and ln v0, according to Eq. (3). On one hand, the results in

Fig. 2(c) are consistent with the results presented in Refs. 19

and 26 where the creep parameters are shown to evolve with

the Co thickness and the coercive field. On the other hand,

the magnetic properties of equivalent films deposited on S1

and S2 differ from one another even though the substrates

are nominally equal, as evidenced by both the coercive field

FIG. 1. (a) Typical differential PMOKE microscopy image after nucleation.

Two different gray levels indicate the magnetization pointing in opposite

directions perpendicular to the sample. (b) Differential image after applica-

tion of a magnetic field pulse of amplitude H¼ 104 Oe and duration

Dt¼ 1 ms. (c) Typical v(H) dependence. The inset shows the same result in

the usual creep variables, ln v vs. H�1=4. The solid lines are guides to the

eyes.
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[Fig. 2(b)] and DW velocity-field response [Fig. 2(d)]. This

demonstrates that equal Co thicknesses with the same Pt

stacks do not assure equal DW dynamics, but also the inter-

faces with other materials (the substrate in the present case)

play a crucial role.

Figure 3 displays atomic force microscopy images of

both substrates, where S1 is shown to have higher roughness

and density of defects. One can argue that roughness affects

the magnetization reversal mechanism and consequently the

coercive field. From the energy point of view, a larger coer-

cive field is related to higher potential barriers to be over-

come by DWs during the magnetization reversal process.

Some authors28 claim that not only the height of potential

barriers but also their distribution could affect magnetization

reversal. In particular, the presence of defects such as rough-

ness, bumps, or holes offers additional wells or barriers to

the mentioned energetic scenario. In the present case, how-

ever, the sample with more defects has a lower coercive

field, which suggests that defects are favorable to the

domains nucleation process. Furthermore, DW dynamics can

also be affected by disorder distribution via its correlation

length and energy fluctuations,5,29–31 which can be responsi-

ble for the difference observed between the velocity-field

curves in Fig. 2(d).

So far, we have pointed out the effect of magnetic film

thickness and substrate topography on the coercive field and

DW velocity-field response of the samples. In what follows,

we analyze the behavior of the creep parameters obtained

from our measurements and then compare with results from

other authors. As we have seen in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), ln v vs.

H�1=4 experimental data follow a linear dependence with

well defined creep parameters, slope a and intercept ln v0,

obtained from the linear fit for each sample. In Fig. 4, these

creep parameters are plotted as a function of coercive field.

We have also included in this figure data for Pt/Co/Pt sam-

ples grown with different Co and Pt thicknesses, in the range

of 610% with respect to those previously described, and

deposited on different substrates (S1, S2, SrTiO3, and SiO2

thermally grown on S1). Since the coercive field depends on

the field sweep rate (Sharrock’s law32), it is mandatory to

compare data with the coercive field measured in equivalent

conditions. In this case, PMOKE magnetometry data were

acquired while sweeping the magnetic field at 220 Oe/s.

Both creep parameters, a and ln v0, increase with the coer-

cive field and seem to display the same dependence on HC,

suggesting a mutual correlation between them.

In order to highlight the strong correlation between

creep parameters, in Fig. 5(a) we plot ln v0 vs. a for all the

samples in Fig. 4. Since the coercive field is not relevant for

this plot, we have also included results for other Pt/Co/Pt

samples with different microscopic properties and measured

at different temperatures, already reported in the litera-

ture.9,18,19,23 The creep parameters ln v0 and a were obtained

using ln v0 ¼ ln vd þ Td=T and a ¼ TdH
1=4
d =T [see Eq. (3)]

for values of Hd, Td, and vd compiled in Ref. 18, correspond-

ing to data originally reported in Refs. 9, 19, and 23 for Pt/

Co/Pt thin films. A linear dependence is found to describe all

those data. We may now address the question of how univer-

sal or material-dependent the curve in Fig. 5(a) is. In order to

compare with other materials, we produce the same kind of

plot for Au/Co/Au thin films33 [Fig. 5(b)] and [Tb/Fe] multi-

layers10 [Fig. 5(c)]. Again, creep parameters were computed

using the data available in Ref. 18 for Hd, Td, and vd. For the

three families of materials presented in Fig. 5, we obtain

FIG. 3. Atomic force microscopy images for the substrates S1 (left) and S2

(right).

FIG. 4. Creep parameters, (a) slope a and (b) intercept ln v0 vs. coercive

field, obtained from fitting Eq. (3) to ln v vs. H�1=4 curves for different Pt/

Co/Pt samples measured in the creep regime. Points corresponding to the

curves in Fig. 2 are indicated. Also included are data obtained from samples

with different Pt and Co thicknesses grown on different substrates, as dis-

cussed in the text.

FIG. 2. Magnetization curves measured on (a) Pt(8 nm)/Co(tCo)/Pt(4 nm)

samples, with tCo¼ 0.5, 0.7 and 0.8 nm, grown on the same silicon substrate

S1, and (b) Pt(8 nm)/Co(0.8 nm)/Pt(4 nm) films grown on (001)Si substrates

from different manufacturers, S1 and S2. (c) and (d) display the creep plots,

ln v vs. H�1=4, for the same samples as in (a) and (b), respectively. Straight

lines in (c) and (d) are linear fits according to Eq. (3).
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linear dependencies of the form ln v0 ¼ Aaþ B. At this

point, it is worth noticing that for a given sample one can

equate ln v0 ¼ ln vd þ H
�1=4
d a. However, this does not repre-

sent the linear behaviors observed in Fig. 5 since vd and Hd

are sample-dependent parameters. Indeed, the global linear

relationship between ln v0 and a displayed in Fig. 5 is a

strong indication of a correlation between the creep parame-

ters of all the samples in the same family. The two global

parameters A and B are representative of all the v(H) curves

based on the same material, and may differ from one kind of

sample to another. Table I summarizes the parameters

obtained from linear fits to the curves in Fig. 5.

The remarkable fact that all the pairs of (a; ln v0) data

points lay on the same straight line for a given family of

samples, indicates that the parameters A and B characterizing

that linear relationship contain valuable information about

the DW dynamics for the whole family, regardless of the

particular fabrication and measurement conditions. Using

that ln v0 ¼ Aaþ B, Eq. (3) can be written as ln vðHÞ ¼ B

þAað1 � H�1=4=AÞ ¼ ln vcross þ H�1=4
cross a½1 � ðH=HcrossÞ�1=4�,

where we have defined vcross/(m/s)¼ eB and Hcross ¼ A�4.

Therefore, from a phenomenological point of view, vcross and

Hcross would physically correspond to the point where all

creep velocity-field curves converge, i.e., vðHcrossÞ ¼ vcross.

In other words, for example, all Pt/Co/Pt samples would

have the same velocity vcross=ðm=sÞ ¼ eB ¼ 245 at the field

Hcross ¼ A�4 ¼ 1488 Oe. The parameters Hcross and vcross

obtained from A and B are also listed in Table I. The Hcross

values for all materials are of the same order of magnitude,

being somewhat higher for [Tb/Fe]. On the other hand, a

large dispersion in vcross values is observed due to the expo-

nential dependence on B. As reported in Ref. 18, values of

Td for Au/Co/Au seem to be unusually large, which could be

related to a large vcross. However, further investigation is

needed to allow for a detailed discussion on the microscopic

origin of vcross and Hcross. From a practical perspective, the

correlation between creep parameters and coercive field can

be used to rapidly estimate DW dynamics for a different

sample. For example, if a Pt/Co/Pt sample had a coercive

field around 150 Oe, a value of a close to 100 Oe�1/4 can be

estimated from Fig. 4(a), and using Hcross and vcross a value

of ln v0 � 21:6 is obtained. With these values for a and ln v0

the velocity-field curve in the creep regime can be predicted.

As a summary, the impact of Co thickness and substrate

topography on DW dynamics was studied in Pt/Co/Pt stacks.

Even though the magnetic properties of individual samples

(coercive field and DW velocity-field response) are very sen-

sitive to microscopic details, we found that the creep param-

eters of all Pt/Co/Pt samples can be unexpectedly described

by a linear behavior with a pair of global parameters, Hcross

and vcross, which represent the point in the creep plot where

all the extrapolated curves for samples of the same materials

are crossing. Moreover, using data previously reported in the

literature, we found that data for Pt/Co/Pt samples also col-

lapsed on the same linear behavior independently of the

thickness, disorder, and temperature of measurement.
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